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i prefer sgp over maxdl pro which feels cleaner in operation and the majority of the functionality i use. while many people may find the maxdl pro suite does a lot of things more easily (maximizing imag selection, providing more control for imagning, integrating with dl golite client, etc.), i tend to find maxdl pro to be more "out of my way". i also prefer to use
sgp for astro-imaging and focus-measuring. it does have a quick process for selecting the best image. while maxdl has full automation, the user interface is clunky and i think the average user wouldn't understand it well. i personally have had good luck with the maxim dl package. it's software that i know a bit about and i could use it up. it can be fairly

flexibile and is fairly powerful. i'm using it to simulate light comets for my outreach programs. a bit of tweaking will make it work for a wide variety of objects. i think the software is fairly reliable. all but one of the maxi cameras shipped to me have worked very well. as a bonus, it can capture'snapshots' of the sky for you to see the most recent celestial images
taken. plus it has both temperature and pressure monitor, water leak detector, and a lot of other neat software goodies. some of it is a bit quirky and may not be as 'user friendly' as some of the more popular software packages. i have also had some problems with out of memory exceptions, and being unable to connect to the internet. but i've pretty much

worked through any potential problems. yes, maxim dl pro, with its mc1 controller, is a great tool for imaging. my only disappointment is the amount of time it takes to connect and switch out the at mount. still, this is my go-to software package for imaging, imaging for outreach, and for full automation.
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Once you get used to the commands of MaximDL and SGP it is very easy to use, as MaximDL will retain your
qrcodes and instructions. It is also easy to modify the script language to fit your own needs. It is also possible
to script the program to run unattended and batch process multiple images with little or no interaction. It has
a strange nesting relationship with another plugin called TSX. The scripts in MaximDL can process the images

in SGP and then use the results as commands for TSX. This allows you to use TSX for everything except
imaging. TSX has been around for quite a while and is still one of the best tools for stitching. SGP offers the

possibility of two interactive programs and one batch program. In the case of MaximDL it is a single program
that allows you to have both interactive and batch programing. The main drawback to the "batch" mode is
that you must retain a window to operate. MaximDL can also be run unattended. This is a great advantage

because it allows you to start imaging from a remote location such as the parking lot or a break area. I can't
tell the time of day but it's probably in the order of 15-20 minutes before a nurse or aide has everything

completed. In fact, with a quiet work area you may be able to do the whole operation without ever taking off
your headset. SGP has a wonderful planetarium program, a stand alone imaging program, imaging and

stacking software, and all manner of other useful tools. It's not as good at stacking as MaximDL and it has
fewer functions. In a nut shell MaximDL is the most complete imaging program available at a reasonable

price. Maximal Systems is to imaging what IBM is to software. You'll know if you need the other programs if
you fall in love with MaximDL. 5ec8ef588b
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